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Qatar GDP Growth

Qatar’s GDP growth expected to improve in 2018

“Qatar’s economy is estimated to record a 3.1% real GDP (at constant prices) growth in

2018 according to IMF, supported by the increasing gas production and sustained spending

on the FIFA World Cup 2022. Moreover, the retrieval of the global crude oil prices will also

have a positive effect on the hydrocarbon and non-carbon GDP of the economy. As an

exemplary nation and dependence on its own potential, Qatar has grown-up with definite

strength and ultimate economic confidence, aided by its financial reserves and infrastructural

strength. The country has sustained to nurture, driven by strong government spending and

steady private sector investments, where investors have taken a medium to long term view

of the market opportunity. The sustained growth has also been supported by rising oil

prices”. Source: Building Service Qatar)

Qatar Gross Domestic Product (Constant Prices) - Market Size & Forecast by Value  (QAR 

Billion), 2013 – 2022
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Qatar GDP Growth

Qatar Unemployment Rate (%), 2013 – 2017
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“Oil and gas receipts, which forms the main revenue source for the government, continued

to increase during the second half of 2017. These receipts were largely unaffected by the

regional dispute with delivery of gas to the UAE through the Dolphin pipeline remaining

uninterrupted.

Despite its vulnerability to the global oil price fluctuations, the country, through its prudent

spending in the years of fortune before 2015, has gained an advantageous position

compared to other oil exporting countries. The fiscal deficit was second lowest in the GCC

region even during the period of low oil and gas price as the breakeven oil price of Qatar is

much lower in comparison to the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) average”. Source:

Building Service Qatar)
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Inflation To Rise in 2018 

Inflation to rise in 2018 factoring the introduction of VAT

“Inflation for the year 2017 was estimated to be as low as 0.9%. In 2018, the GCC-wide

initiative for implementation of VAT is expected to make the Qatar’s light tax system more

onerous and raise the annual rate of inflation for 2018 by 4.8%". Source: Building Service

Qatar)

Qatar Inflation Analysis, 2013 – 2022
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Qatar Sustains High Investment

Qatar sustains high investment grade rating

Owing to its sturdy asset position and low fiscal deficit compared to its GCC peers, Qatar

has sustained high investment grade rating for the overall year of 2017. The yield on

government 2026 bond increased from around 3.2% in Q2 2017 to 3.6% in December 2017.

By the end of 2017, the bond yield earned a 10-30 bps premium against Abu Dhabi, Kuwait

and Saudi Arabia.

In 2018, the government is expected to continue to tap international markets accumulate its

foreign reserves and refinance US$2 billion of Sukuk, a major government debt instrument.

(Source: Building Service Qatar)

Qatar Gross Debt Analysis - Market Size & Forecast by Value (QAR Billion), 2013 – 2022
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Deposits – Driving Growth

Deposits – state funds and private sector driving growth

The government has induced US$27 billion through public sector deposits. Private sector

deposits have remained strong overall in 2017. The growth of deposits over the next two years

is expected to be driven by both private and state funding. Source: Building Service Qatar)
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Infrastructure Sector

Infrastructure construction sector: Among

the non-hydrocarbon sectors, construction

industry is poised to drive the growth of the

economy owing to investment opportunities

offered by the projects related to FIFA World

Cup 2022. The preparations for the games are

on full swing with US$500million being spent

every week for infrastructure construction

including roads, sewage works, hotels and

stadiums. Some of the other key projects

include the following:

• Lusail City Development Project – With an

estimated budget of US$45 billion, Lusail

City Development project is one of the

most significant project happening in

Qatar.

• Doha Metro Project – The Doha Metro

project is a large scale, ambitious project to

build a completely new railway network

with an overall length of approximately 300

kms. The project in-progress in the

Greater Doha region involves an

investment of US$36 billion and is

expected to be completed by 2020.

• Hamad International Airport Expansion –

Extension of the existing Hamad

International airport is another project that

is driving the construction industry growth

in Qatar with a project cost of US$15.5

billion.

• Msheireb Downtown Doha Regeneration

Project – This is one of the most significant

mixed-use regeneration project aiming

transformation of the old business and

commercial district of downtown Doha to a

community based living of a new

architectural style.

(Source: Building Service Qatar)
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Tourism Industry

Qatar’s diversification strategy as part of

its Vision 2030 envisions making tourism

industry among the main growth drivers

of the economy. With a vision to increase

the number of visitors to more than 7

million annually by 2030, the country has

taken various initiatives including

promotional campaigns and

establishment of representative tourism

offices in various capitals globally. Qatar,

in an effort to propel tourism sector, has

announced visa exemption for citizens of

80 countries. The revenue generated

from tourist spending has posted strong

growth. It was estimated to be over

US$10 billion in 2017, with an increased

share of leisure tourism to 64%,

compared to tourist spending of US$1.3

billion and share of 27% in 2012.

(Source: Building Service Qatar)
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Health 
“Qatar has witnessed great strides in the healthcare sector despite the illegal blockade that

has been in place against the country since June 5, 2017.

All public and private healthcare services across the country were delivered without any

interruption and in fact, there were several areas which have seen huge improvements and

innovations”.

“The country also witnessed the opening of several mega projects and the launch of the

highly ambitious National Health Strategy (NHS) 2018-2022 during this period. The NHS

2018-2022 focuses on the triple objective of better health, better care and better value”.

“Hamad Medical Corporation, with the largest expansion in its history, has opened three

new hospitals, providing some of the latest and very innovative services and new care

options for the residents of the country. The new hospitals - Ambulatory Care Center, Qatar

Rehabilitation Institute and Women’s Wellness and Research Center - are hallmarks of

excellence and innovation in healthcare”. (Source: Gulf Times)

“Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) is the government-run, non-profit healthcare provider

in Qatar; it runs five hospitals and 24 primary health care centers or community clinics.

Healthcare services are available to citizens and residents of Qatar at a heavily subsidized

rate at HMC clinics and hospitals. These subsidized services can be accessed using the

government-issued Health Card”. (Source: Life in Qatar)

Key Organizations

Hamad Medical Corporation

Comprises the following hospitals: Hamad General

Hospital, Women’s hospital, Al Rumailah Hospital, Heart

Hospital, Al Wakrah Hospital, Al Amal Hospital, Al Khor

Hospital, Cuban Hospital

Primary Health Care Corporation

Comprises 21 Health Centres at the following locations:

• Northern Region; Madinat Khalifa, Umm Salal,

Al Khor, Al Shamal, Al Kaaban, Al Gharafa, Al

Ghuwariya, Al Daayen

• Central Region; Airport, Al Muntazah, Umm

Ghuwalina, Omar Bin Al Khattab, West Bay, Al

Wakra

• Western Region; Abu Bakr, Al Rayyan, Al

Jumiliya, Al Shahaniya, Messaimeer, Al

Karaana, Abu Nakhla

Private Hospitals

Comprises the following hospitals: Al Emadi

Hospital, Doha Clinic Hospital & Al Ahli Hospital.

Sidra

Aspetar

Specializes in sports injury treatment.

Source: State of Qatar: Ministry of Health)
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National Health Strategy (2018-2022)
The National Health Strategy 2018-2022 reflects that the development of a nation's health

system not only sustains well-being and treats ill health, but is also a critical investment in

its communities and future. The strategy was developed taking into account the following:

• The UN Agenda for Development, which states that "Ensuring healthy lives and

promoting the well-being for all at all ages is essential to sustainable development".

• The WHO concept of Universal Health Coverage, which means that "all people and

communities can use the promotive, preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative

health services they need, at sufficient quality to be effective".

• The regional context of political fluctuations, changing demographics, mobile workforces,

competition among health services and critical economic shifts.

(Source: State of Qatar: Ministry of Health)
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National Health Strategy (2018-2022)
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Oil & Gas Sector
“Earnings from the hydrocarbon sector accounts for a 

large share of Qatar’s total government  revenues 

and gross domestic product. The country holds 

massive oil and gas proven reserves.  Its share of 

proven oil reserves is 1.5% and of production is 2%. 

Qatar’s gas outlook is much  impressive. It holds 

13.1% of proven reserves (world’s third largest after 

Iran and Russia) and  its share of global production in 

2014 was 5.1% (the world’s third after US and 

Russia)”. (BP  Statistical Review, 2015). 

Thus, natural gas is at the center of Qatar’s energy 

sector. Indeed, since 2006, Qatar has been the 

world’s largest exporter of liquefied natural gas (LNG). 

This transformation of Qatar into a major player in the 

global hydrocarbon market has occurred  in the last 

one hundred years. Exploration of oil started in 1923 

around the time when the pearl  fishing industry was 

being extinguished by the introduction of cultivated 

pearls from Japan (Chaddock, 2008). The first oil 

discovery was made in late 1930s when oil deposits 

were found in  Dukhan field. However, the outbreak of 

World War II delayed the development till late 1940s.  

It was then that the first shipment of Qatari crude 

bound for Europe was made from the newly 

completed terminal at Umm Said (El Mallakh, 1979). 

Since then other fields were discovered  and 

developed. Currently most of the country’s production 

comes from four fields – Al Shaheen,  Dukhan, Idd al-

Shargi and Bul Hanine. In 1974 the national oil 

company, Qatar Petroleum, was  founded (Qatar 

Petroleum). The company is the primary operator of 

all oil fields but international  oil companies such as 

ExxonMobil, Occidental Petroleum and Total are 

major partners in developing and expanding 

production. In recent years Qatar exports almost all of 

its crude and petroleum products to Asian markets. In 

the last several decades both the volumes of 

production and  exports have soared. Though, since 

the early 2010s they seem to have peaked and 

started declining. The authority increasingly relies on 

enhanced oil recovery techniques to boost production.
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Oil & Gas Sector
Oil and Gas constitute the backbone of Qatar’s

Economy. The State of Qatar exerts efforts to

diversify its sources to alleviate the country’s

dependence on these natural resources of crude Oil

which amounts about (850 thousand barrels per day,

and Gas about (18 billion cube foot per day)

produced from the North Field which holds Gas

reserves of about (380 trillion cube foot) and

associated gas.

The Qatari leadership endeavors to increase

production capacity of the Liquefied Natural Gas

(LNG) to be more than (60 million Ton per year),

knowing that the current production is (18 million

ton/day); the majority of the GDP relies on Oil and

Gas and the relevant industrial activities.

Established in 1974, the government-owned Qatar

Petroleum is responsible for all oil and gas industry in

Qatar. Oil is produced from onshore and offshore

fields, the most important of which are:

Dukhan onshore field; Al Idd Al Sharqi; Maydan

Mahzam, Bul Hanain, Al Bunduk, Al Shaheen, Al

Rayan, Al Khalij, Al Karkara and offshore Tabakat (A).

(Source: Qatar Embassy: San Salvador - Republic of

El Salvador)
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Qatar’s Crude Oil: “Production was reported

at 603.00 Barrel/Day in June 2018. This

records an increase from the previous

number of 602.00 Barrel/Day for May 2018.

Qatar’s Crude Oil: Production data is

updated monthly, averaging 757.00

Barrel/Day from Jan 2002 to Jun 2018. The

data reached an all-time high of 865.00

Barrel/Day in Jul 2008 and a record low of

573.00 Barrel/Day in Feb 2018”.

(Source: CEICDATA)
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Financial Sector
Qatar boasts massive global holdings

• Qatar has a population of about 2.2 million and it's the richest country as per capita in the

world.

• It’s investment fund owns more assets in London than the Queen of England.

• Qatar has diversified its investments in U.S. and Asia in recent years.

(Source: CNBC)

Qatar has emerged as a self dependent nation which has self-reliantly managed to meet the

nation’s needs, in any situation. The World Cup 2022 is one the leading economic boasting

indicator as the nation is expected to welcome thousands of guests throughout the world,

host them in hotels and engage billions of dollars in the country’s economy.

Many of Qatar's assets are overseas and include a Hollywood movie studio, landmark

skyscrapers and an Italian luxury designer.

‘Qatar's massive oil-generated surplus and its tiny population of just about 2.2 million means

it is the wealthiest country per capita in the world. Its sovereign wealth fund, Qatar

Investment Authority, established in 2005, oversees around $338 billion in assets, according

to Sovereign Wealth Center. It's the 11th largest fund in the world, according to the research

organization’. (Source: CNBC)

Here's a look at some of Qatar's largest assets around the world:

U.K.

• In London, Qatar-backed entities have 

purchased a number of skyscrapers, 

including Canary Wharf, HSBC Tower, 

and The Shard.

• Qatar bought U.K. department store, 

Harrods back in 2010.

• Qatar raised its stake in British Airways 

owner IAG to 20 percent and purchased a 

20 percent stake in London Heathrow last 

year.

• France

• Qatar Sports Investments owns Paris 

Saint-Germain Football Club.

(Source: CNBC)

U.S.

• In New York, Qatar's investment arm 

bought nearly a 10 percent stake in, 

Empire State Realty Trust, the owners of 

the Empire State Building, last year. The 

skyscraper was recently lit up with Qatari 

flag colors to commemorate 

the 10th anniversary of flights on Qatar 

Airways between the U.S. and Doha.

• A Qatari media group, BeIN, purchased 

Miramax Studios last year for an 

undisclosed amount.

• The fund has also invested in Uber and 

recently announced plans to open an 

office in Silicon Valley to invest more into 

U.S.-based tech firms.

(Source: CNBC)
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Financial Sector
Capital Markets and Portfolio Investment

“Foreign portfolio investment had been permitted since 2005. There is no restriction on the 

flow of capital in Qatar. The Qatar Central Bank (QCB) adheres to conservative policies 

aimed at maintaining steady economic growth and a stable banking sector. Loans are 

allocated on market terms, and foreign companies are essentially treated the same as local 

companies”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“Currently, foreign ownership is limited to 49 percent of Qatari companies listed on the Qatar 

Stock Exchange, but there are plans to allow foreign investors to obtain more than 49 

percent, subject to approval from the Cabinet. Legislation is in the final stages of the 

approval process to encourage further foreign capital investment, and when passed will 

allow 100 percent foreign project capital investment in all sectors provided the foreign 

investor hires a Qatari services provider. Foreign portfolio investment in national oil and gas 

companies or companies with the right of exploration of national resources cannot exceed 

49 percent”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“Almost all import transactions are controlled by standard letters of credit processed by local 

and their correspondent banks in the exporting countries. Credit facilities are provided to 

local and foreign investors within the framework of standard international banking practices. 

Foreign investors are usually required to have a guarantee from their local sponsor/local 

equity partner. However, in accordance with QCB guidelines, banks operating in Qatar give 

priority to Qataris and to public development projects in their financing operations. 

Additionally, single customers may not be extended  with credit facilities by a bank 

exceeding 20 percent of the bank's capital and reserves. QCB does not allow cross-sharing 

arrangements among banks. QCB requires banks to maintain a maximum credit ratio of 90 

percent”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“Qatar’s economic freedom score is 73.1, and Qatar ranks 29th in the 2016 Index of 

Economic Freedom. Its score has increased by 2.4 point since last year, according to the 

Heritage Foundation. Qatar is ranked second out of 15 countries in the Middle East/North 

Africa region, and its overall score is above the world average”. (Source: Eport.gov)
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Financial Sector
Money and Banking System

“There are 18 licensed banks in Qatar, 11 of which are Qatari institutions including four 

Islamic banks and seven commercial banks, which seven are foreign institutions. Qatar also 

has 20 exchange houses, three investment companies and three commercial finance 

companies. In addition, the government-owned and financed Qatar Development Bank acts 

as a lender and financer of small and medium enterprises to encourage entrepreneurship 

and develop the private sector within Qatar”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“Total banking assets reached $313.4 billion in the first quarter of 2016, an increase from 

total assets at the end of 2015. Qatar National Bank (QNB), 50 percent state-owned via the 

Qatar Investment Authority (QIA), is the largest bank in the country, controlling around half 

of all local assets, and one of the largest lenders in the region with more than $180 billion in 

total assets. Between the years 2010 and2014, Qatar’s banking sector was the fastest 

growing in the region. The IMF estimated in 2015, that 1.6 percent of Qatar’s bank loans 

were nonperforming”. (Source: Eport.gov) 

“Qatar’s banking sector remains strong despite tightening liquidity amid declining public 

sector deposits due to falling hydrocarbon sector revenues. The Qatar Central Bank, in its 

role as the sole financial regulator, continues to introduce incentives for local banks to 

ensure a strong financial sector that is resilient during economic volatility. Qatari regulations 

for local and foreign banks are the same. Licenses for new financial institutions are available 

through application to the Qatar Central Bank and financial institutions may also 

alternatively set up with the Qatar Financial Center and maintain full foreign 

ownership”. (Source: Eport.gov)
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Financial Sector
Foreign Exchange and Remittances

“Due to minimal demand for the Qatari Riyal outside Qatar and the national economy's 

dependence on oil and gas revenues, which are priced in dollars, the government has 

pegged the riyal to the U.S. dollar. The official peg is QR 1.00 per $0.27 or $1.00 per QR 

3.64, as set by the government in June 1980 and reaffirmed by an Emiri decree issued July 

9, 2001”.

“There are no restrictions on foreign exchange in Qatar, and travelers can move currencies 

in and out without restriction as currency declaration is not required. Residents of Qatar may 

also move cash easily and in any form.” (Source: Eport.gov)

Remittance Policies

“Qatar neither delays remittance of foreign investment returns nor restricts transfer of funds 

associated with an investment, such as return on dividends, return of capital, interest and 

principal payments on private foreign debt, lease payments, royalties, management fees, 

amounts generated from sale or liquidation, amounts garnered from settlements and 

disputes, and compensation from expropriation to financial institutions outside Qatar”.

“Qatar has become an increasingly important banking and financial services center in the 

Gulf region. Despite the growth of the banking sector and increasing options for financial 

services, Qatar still has a largely cash economy. The expansion of the financial and trade 

sectors, the large number of expatriate laborers who send remittances to their home 

countries, the liberalization and growth in the real estate sector, uneven corporate oversight, 

and the potential exploitation of unregulated currency exchanges pose money laundering 

and terrorism financing vulnerabilities in Qatar”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“To detect money laundering/terrorist financing and other financial offences, the Government 

of Qatar issued an Anti-Money Laundering/Counter-Terrorism Finance Law (AML/CFT) in 

2010, which introduced a suspicious transaction reporting regime and requirements for 

consumer due diligence and record-keeping. The law addressed many of the deficiencies 

identified by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and makes money laundering and 

terrorist financing punishable offenses in line with FATF international standards. Qatar is a 

member of the Middle East and North Africa Financial Action Task Force (MENAFATF), a 

FATF-style regional body”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“In accordance with the Qatar Central Bank instructions on AML/CFT, the financial 

institutions must apply due diligence prior to establishing business relationships. Certain 

originator information should be secured where a wire transfer exceeds QR 4,000 ($1,098). 

Similarly, due diligence should be made when a customer is carrying out occasional 

transactions in a single or several linked operations of an amount exceeding QR 55,000 

($15,109) or equivalent in foreign currencies per the provisions of Article 23 of Law 4/2010”.

(Source: Eport.gov)
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Financial Sector
Sovereign Wealth Funds

“The Qatar Investment Authority (QIA), Qatar's sovereign wealth fund, was established by 

Emiri Decree 22/2005. QIA is overseen by the Supreme Council for Economic Affairs and 

Investment, chaired by the Emir. QIA does not disclose its assets, but independent analysts 

estimate QIA’s holdings at around $300 billion. QIA pursues direct investments and favors 

luxury brands, prime real estate, and banks. This is in addition to real estate developments 

led by the fund’s subsidiary, Qatari Diar, and investments in agriculture led by another 

subsidiary, Hassad Food. In March 2017, media reported that QIA was transferring 

ownership of its domestic portfolio which accounts for $100 billion (including Ooredoo and 

Qatar Airways) to the Ministry of Finance”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“In September 2015, QIA opened an office in New York City to facilitate over $45 billion 

committed to investments in the U.S. over the course of five years. In March 2017, QIA 

announced it intended to open an office in San Francisco, CA. QIA’s real estate subsidiary 

Qatari Diar Real Estate Investment Company, has operated an office in Washington, D.C. 

since 2014. At the second U.S.-Qatar Economic and Investment Dialogue, QIA announced it 

would invest at least $10 billion in U.S. infrastructure revitalization”. (Source: Eport.gov)

“QIA was one of the early supporters of the Santiago Principles and among the few 

members which drafted the initial and final versions of the Santiago principles. Qatar has 

remained a proactive supporter of its implementation. QIA was also one the founding 

members of the IMF-hosted International Working Group of Sovereign Wealth Funds”. 

(Source: Eport.gov)

“Similarly, QIA fully supported the establishment of the International Forum of Sovereign 

Wealth Funds (IFSWF) and helped create the Forum’s constitution. In November 2014, QIA 

hosted IFSWF 6th annual meeting, which resulted in the Doha Agreement, adopting a three-

year strategic plan to ensure free flow of long-term global capital and strong real returns; 

with great emphasis on transparency”.

(Source: Eport.gov)
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State Owned Enterprise

The State Audit Bureau oversees state-

owned enterprises (SOEs), several of which 

operate as monopolies or with exclusive 

rights in most economic sectors. Despite the 

dominant role of SOEs in Qatar’s economy, 

the government has affirmed support for 

Qatar's local private sector and encourages 

small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) 

development as part of its 2030 National 

Vision. The Qatari private sector is favored 

in bids for local contracts and generally 

receives favorable terms for financing by 

local banks. The following are Qatar’s major 

state-owned enterprises:

Energy:

“Qatar Petroleum (QP), its subsidiaries, and 

partners operate all oil and gas activities in 

the country. QP is wholly owned by the 

government and oversees production from 

the North Gas Field in addition to onshore 

and offshore oil. QP owns a network of 

subsidiaries, with the most prominent being 

Qatar gas and Ras Gas, which are expected 

to complete a merger into the world’s largest 

LNG company by the end of 2017”. (Source: 

Eport.gov)

Kahramaa (Qatar General Electricity & 

Water Corporation):

“Operates all water and electricity activities 

and is 90 percent owned by Qatari 

shareholders. The government owns 43 

percent of the capital, but has indicated that 

it may privatize segments of the water and 

electricity sectors. A first step in this 

direction occurred when the Ras Laffan 

Power Company, which is 55 percent owned 

by a U.S. company, was established in 

2001”. (Source: Eport.gov)
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State Owned Enterprise
Transportation:

“Qatar Airways is the country’s designated National 

Carrier and is wholly owned by the state. Airline 

executives state the government plans to take the 

company public within the next decade”.

Services:

• Q-Post (Qatar General Postal Corporation) is the state-

owned postal company. Several other delivery 

companies are allowed to compete in the courier 

market: Aramex, DHL Express, and FedEx Express.

• Ooredoo was introduced by Qatar Telecom in 2013 to 

replace Qtel, the former operating name. Ooredoo is a 

dominant player in the Qatari telecoms market and is 

76 percent owned by QIA and other Qatari investors. Its 

revenues from outside Qatar currently constitute more 

than 75 percent of its total revenue. In 2007, the mobile 

products and services sector was opened to 

competition. In 2008, the fixed line telecoms market 

was also liberalized. Vodafone was selected to compete 

in both mobile and fixed line against Ooredoo, and is 96 

percent-owned by Qatari shareholders. Both companies 

are listed on the Qatar Stock Exchange. Prior to 2007, 

both the mobile and fixed line telecoms markets in 

Qatar were dominated by Ooredoo.

• Qatar SOEs may adhere to their own corporate 

governance codes and are not required to follow the 

OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance. Some 

SOEs publish online corporate governance reports to 

encourage transparency, but there is no general 

framework for corporate governance across all Qatari 

SOEs. When an SOE is involved in an investment 

dispute, the case is reviewed by the appropriate sector 

regulator. In 2010, for example, the Supreme Council 

for Information and Communications Technology ruled 

against SOE Q-Tel (now Ooredoo) when Vodafone 

Qatar lodged a complaint against the former for

(Source: Eport.gov)
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Qatar’s Self Reliance 

• A series of events developed a great capacity in Qatar’s move towards self reliance as 

the country had a bright way towards development of productions and human resource in 

the country

• The 2017-18 Qatar crises began when several countries abruptly called off diplomatic 

relations with Qatar in June 2017. These countries included Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain 

and Egypt, which imposed a “land , sea, and air blockade” on Qatar.

• Several other countries including Bahrain, Chad, Comoros, Egypt, Maldives, Saudi 

Arabia, Yemen, Senegal, Niger, Jordan withdrew diplomatic, or downgraded diplomatic 

relations.

• All GCC countries involved in the announcement ordered their citizens out of Qatar. Three 

Gulf states (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain) gave Qatari visitors and residents two weeks to 

leave their countries.

• Qatar’s economy faced repercussions on food, shipment, air travel, media, finances and 

energy.

• Till 2017, UAE was one of its top 5 importers with trade value $2,914,312.88 with a share 

of 9.09%.

• Nearly 80% of Qatar’s food requirements used to come from Gulf Arab neighbors, with 

only 1% being produced domestically and even imports from outside the gulf states.

• Many countries in the region including Turkey, Russia and Iran called for the solution of 

the crises through peaceful negotiations.

• Local media reported that Greece to share its agro-tech expertise in support of Qatar’s 

self-sufficiency plans.

• Initial supply disruptions were mitigated by additional imports from Iran and Turkey.

• Earlier Iran, used to export 2-3 truckloads of fruits and vegetables in a week. Since the 

blockade, It had been sending 2-3 truckloads a day and overall 12-15 cargo flights 

everyday to meet food demand of the country.

Blockade on Qatar, 5th June 2017 – “Road Towards Qatar’s Self Growth”
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Pakistan Qatar Relations
Pakistan-Qatar relations multifaceted: Envoy

Pakistan and Qatar enjoy strong and multi-faceted relationships, which has grown

exponentially with the passage of time said, Pakistan's Ambassador to Qatar, H.E. Shahzad

Ahmad.

Speaking at a reception hosted by the embassy to mark Pakistan's National Day on Sunday,

the ambassador said, "Pakistan and Qatar have strong ties and ours is not a singular

relationship but multi-faceted. The last several years have seen these ties become even

stronger. Our mission in Qatar continues to look for avenues of cooperation between our two

countries.“

He expressed his gratitude to H.H the Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al Thani, the

leadership of Qatar, the Qatari Government and the people "for the love and support that

they have shown and continue to show to the Pakistani people.“

Highlighting the significance of the Pakistan's National Day, the envoy said,"March 23, 1940

was the date of the Lahore Resolution moved by the All-India Muslim League, seeking to

establish an independent Muslim state in the region denoted as British India. The resolution

took place at what was then known as Minto Park and today the location of the resolution is

commemorated by the monument known as the Minar-e-Pakistan.

He described Pakistan as a country endowed with natural beauty that beckons visitors.

"Today, it has never been easier to visit and learn about the rich culture of Pakistan and its

people. The Financial Times added Pakistan to its list of 'Where to go in 2018: an insider's

guide'. Now with nine flights a day from Qatar Airways and a journey time of three hours, it

has never been easier to make this a destination," the ambassador said.

He lamented that Pakistan's image portrayed by the media is from reality.

"Pakistan is culturally rich, diverse and the Pakistani people are welcoming and tolerant.

Misperceptions have been popularized by lazy, and at times, biased journalism," he said.

He also thanked sponsors and organizers of the event, which included Qatar Airways,

Ooredoo and Katara Hospitality as well as Ritz Carlton Hotel for its continued support.

Minister of Justice and Acting Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs HE Dr Hassan bin Lahdan

Saqr al Mohannadi was the chief guest on the occasion.

Also present were Minister of Municipality and Environment H.E. Mohammad bin Abdullah al

Rumaihi, Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs H.E. Dr Ahmad Hassan al

Hamadi, Director of Protocol at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs H.E. Ibrahim Fakhro, Dean of

the Diplomatic Community and Ambassador of Eritrea H.E. Ali Ibrahim Ahmed, Qatari

dignitaries, members of the Diplomatic Corps and notable Pakistanis living in Qatar.

(Source: Qatar Tribune)



PAKISTAN 

Trade -

Overview

Pakistan is the 66th largest export economy in the world. In 2016, Pakistan exported $24.2B 
and imported $48.1B, resulting in a negative trade balance of $23.9B. In 2016 the GDP of 
Pakistan was $278B and its GDP per capita was $5.24k.
The top exports of Pakistan are
• House Linens ($3.02B)
• Rice($1.79B)
• Non-Knit Men's Suits ($1.58B)
• Non-Retail Pure Cotton Yarn ($1.28B) 
• Heavy Pure Woven Cotton ($1B)

Its top imports are
• Refined Petroleum ($5.35B)
• Crude Petroleum($1.8B)
• Palm Oil ($1.65B)
• Petroleum Gas ($1.01B) 
• Scrap Iron ($974M)

The top export destinations of Pakistan are
• The United States($3.58b),
• China ($1.94b)
• Germany ($1.7b)
• Afghanistan ($1.68b)
• The United Kingdom ($1.43b) 

The top import origins are China ($14.2B), the United Arab Emirates ($5.84B), the United 
States ($2.06B), Indonesia ($2.02B) and Japan ($2.01B).
Pakistan borders Afghanistan, China, India and Iran by land and Oman by sea.

© 2018 Punjab Board of investment and trade | Transaction Department. All rights reserved. 
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Qatar 

Trade -

Overview

Qatar is the 45th largest export economy in the world. In 2016, Qatar exported $55.7B and 
imported $32.3B, resulting in a positive trade balance of $23.4B. In 2016 the GDP of Qatar was 
$152B and its GDP per capita was $127k.

The top exports of Qatar are
• Petroleum Gas ($29.7B)
• Crude Petroleum ($12.9B)
• Refined Petroleum ($5.2B)
• Ethylene Polymers ($2.29B)
• Raw Aluminum ($1.13B)

Its top imports are
• Planes, Helicopters, and/or Spacecraft ($2.38B)
• Cars ($2.24B)
• Gas Turbines ($1.76B)
• Jewellery ($868M) 
• Aircraft Parts ($639M)

The top export destinations of Qatar are
• Japan ($10.3B)
• South Korea ($9.5B)
• India ($7.36B)
• China ($4.33B)
• Singapore($2.75B)

The top import origins are the United States ($4.12B), the United Arab 
Emirates ($3.1B), China ($2.82B), France($2.15B) and the United Kingdom ($2.05B).
Qatar borders Saudi Arabia by land and the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Iran by sea.

© 2018 Punjab Board of investment and trade | Transaction Department. All rights reserved. 
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Source: Trade Map | The Observatory of Economic Complexity
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Pakistan Qatar Trade - Imports

Exporters Imported value in 2013 Imported value in 2014 Imported value in 2015 Imported value in 2016 Imported value in 2017 

World 43,775,183.00 47,544,889.00 43,989,645.00 46,998,269.00 57,440,013.00 

China 6,626,323.00 9,588,418.00 11,019,005.00 13,680,153.00 15,383,398.00 

United Arab Emirates 7,751,513.00 7,077,180.00 5,734,688.00 6,202,090.00 7,523,994.00 

United States of America 1,669,789.00 1,799,568.00 1,916,775.00 2,006,823.00 2,842,547.00 

Saudi Arabia 3,847,222.00 4,417,354.00 3,006,751.00 1,843,133.00 2,730,371.00 

Indonesia 1,208,316.00 2,107,232.00 2,041,765.00 2,088,831.00 2,583,267.00 

Japan 1,963,191.00 1,752,971.00 1,725,910.00 1,961,395.00 2,293,951.00 

India 1,874,062.00 2,104,804.00 1,669,286.00 1,644,388.00 1,696,136.00 

Qatar 164,226.00 180,898.00 319,313.00 774,256.00 1,608,305.00 

Kuwait 3,948,722.00 2,954,979.00 1,712,743.00 1,271,958.00 1,468,125.00 

Thailand 715,669.00 730,062.00 852,735.00 920,023.00 1,279,321.00 

List of supplying markets for a product imported by Pakistan

(Units in USD Thousands) 

Pakistan’s imports increased from 43B to 57B in the year 2013-2017 with the percentage

change of 22%. The key exporters to Pakistan are China, United Arab Emirates, Saudi

Arabia, Indonesia, Japan, India and Qatar.
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Pakistan Imports from World & Qatar

 World  Qatar

“Pakistan’s imports 

specifically from Qatar 

increased from 164M in 2013 to 

1.6B in 2017 with the 

percentage increase of 108%”. 

Source: Trade Map | The Observatory of Economic Complexity
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Pakistan Qatar Trade - Imports

Product label 
Pakistan's imports from Qatar 

Value in 2015 Value in 2016 Value in 2017 

Mineral fuels, mineral oils and products of their distillation; bituminous substances; 
mineral ... 

153,245.00 597,010.00 1,409,481.00 

Plastics and articles thereof 112,466.00 126,281.00 139,331.00 

Miscellaneous chemical products 13,887.00 12,126.00 16,536.00 

Fertilisers - 14,937.00 16,482.00 

Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof; sound recorders and 
reproducers, television ... 

8,744.00 12,653.00 14,717.00 

Ships, boats and floating structures 11,995.00 4,417.00 4,805.00 

Organic chemicals 6,434.00 3,514.00 2,671.00 

Aluminium and articles thereof 6,679.00 949.00 2,074.00 

Rubber and articles thereof 919.00 888.00 1,113.00 

Inorganic chemicals; organic or inorganic compounds of precious metals, of rare-
earth metals, ... 

167.00 375.00 342.00 

Machinery, mechanical appliances, nuclear reactors, boilers; parts thereof 1,525.00 191.00 254.00 

Pakistan Imports from Qatar (Top Products)
(Units in USD Thousands)

Pakistan mainly imports Mineral Fuels, Plastics, Chemical Products, Fertilizers, Electric

machinery, Ships from Qatar.

Qatar Exports to Pakistan

$ 1,608,305.00 in 2017 



Importers Exported value in 2013 Exported value in 2014 Exported value in 2015 Exported value in 2016 Exported value in 2017 

World 25,120,883.00 24,722,182.00 22,089,018.00 20,533,793.00 21,877,787.00 

United States of America 3,746,252.00 3,646,509.00 3,661,588.00 3,429,743.00 3,560,301.00 

United Kingdom 1,431,956.00 1,654,645.00 1,572,801.00 1,557,630.00 1,634,955.00 

China 2,652,223.00 2,252,900.00 1,934,926.00 1,590,858.00 1,508,080.00 

Afghanistan 1,998,110.00 1,879,143.00 1,722,216.00 1,369,768.00 1,390,081.00 

Germany 1,080,984.00 1,215,478.00 1,146,261.00 1,186,247.00 1,286,491.00 

Spain 602,477.00 789,828.00 782,258.00 837,343.00 904,571.00 

United Arab Emirates 1,775,143.00 1,324,075.00 899,030.00 784,747.00 869,050.00 

Netherlands 627,521.00 684,740.00 666,949.00 650,798.00 758,215.00 

Italy 641,873.00 767,190.00 618,159.00 667,285.00 703,343.00 

Belgium 571,934.00 658,060.00 592,166.00 650,637.00 700,691.00 

Qatar 78,764.00 74,837.00 63,333.00 61,694.00 67,362.00 

List of importing markets for a product exported by Pakistan

(Units in USD Thousands) 

Pakistan Qatar Trade - Exports

Pakistan’s exports decreased from 25B to 21B in year 2013-2017 with the percentage

change of -13%. The key importer of Pakistan are United State of America, United Kingdom,

China, Afghanistan, Germany and Spain.
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“Pakistan exports to Qatar 

decreased from 78M to 67M in 

the year 2013-17 with 

percentage decrease of -14%”. 
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Pakistan Qatar Trade - Exports

Pakistan Exports  to Qatar (Top Products)
(Units in USD Thousands)

Pakistan mainly Exports Rice, Linen, Meat, Frozen Fish, Citrus, Onions, Vegetables and Dry

Fruits to Qatar

Product label
Pakistan's exports to Qatar

Value in 2015 Value in 2016 Value in 2017

Rice 27,125 19,892 17,748 

Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled 3,296 3,226 3,652 

Bedlinen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen of all types of textile materials (excluding ... 1,378 2,365 3,499 

Potatoes, fresh or chilled 1,620 3,203 2,676 

Frozen fish (excluding fish fillets and other fish meat of heading 0304) 1,612 1,344 2,598 

Dates, figs, pineapples, avocados, guavas, mangoes and mangosteens, fresh or dried 1,469 1,636 1,941 

Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width >= 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled ... - - 1,883 

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of leather or composition leather (excluding ... 1,397 2,053 1,650 

Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails for boats, sailboards or landcraft; camping ... 944 1,105 1,490 

Moving, grading, levelling, scraping, excavating, tamping, compacting, extracting or boring ... 562 2,814 1,392 

Vegetables, uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water, frozen 335 897 1,349 

Cereal straw and husks, unprepared, whether or not chopped, ground, pressed or in the form ... 1,906 2,025 1,315 

Qatar Imports From 

Pakistan were

$67,362,000 in 2017 
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Overview
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Source: Trade Map | The Observatory of Economic Complexity

Pakistan and Qatar share many common global forums including United Nations and OIC. Both the

countries express a shared thought and composed relation when it comes to national security or

the Islamic ideology around the globe. All these factors pool-in a great opportunity for both countries

to benefit from one and other’s capacities and growth potential. Reference to the trade potential

present between the two countries, Pakistan can pitch a handsome number of products to Qatar,

which are already in Qatar’s leading imports from the world.

Pakistan is one the most developed and stable country, agriculturally. This highlights the fertile

lands and fertilizers being used to get maximum yield in one season. The production of fruits and

vegetables in Pakistan have not only created an export potential, but also, a good market for its

fertilizers to be pitched in international market. Qatar’s global imports of Fertilizers were of worth

4,855 USD 000’, while Pakistan’s exports under the same category product was of 53,777 USD

000’ in 2017. there is a great room where Pakistan can pitch its Fertilizers to Qatar.

In 2017, Pakistan’s exports of Ores and allied products were around USD112MN, globally, while the

same imports of Qatar from the world were around USD283MN. But, 0% imports by Qatar were

registered from Pakistan. As an opportunity, Pakistan can tap this untapped market. Accordingly,

the global exports by Pakistan under the Mineral Fuels category were USD258MN, while 0% was

imported by Qatar from Pakistan. For the same product, Qatar’s global imports were registered

around USD408MN in 2017.

Pakistan has one of the finest livestock population in the world. In 2017, Pakistan’s exports for

Animal hair and Fine Wool were USD4.6MN while 0% were imported by Qatar from Pakistan. For

the same product, Qatar’s global imports were USD3.1MN.

Qatar is one the richest countries of the world where the standard of living is very high due to the

stable purchasing power of the people. Pakistan exports around USD106MN worth Art Work and

Antiques, globally, but 0% is imported by Qatar from Pakistan. For the same product, Qatar’s global

imports are USD56MN. This creates an opportunity for Pakistan.

Analyzing the current trade potential, Pakistan can infiltrate the explored Qatar’s market of worth

more than US$1 Billion for various products which are being imported by Qatar from different

countries of the world. This would not only bring foreign money in Pakistan, but, would also

increase Pakistan’s chances of exporting more products to world.
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2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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IMPOTRS
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QATAR 
IMPORTS
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Machinery… 
4,274,096.00 179,391.00 4,730,311.00 258,026.00 5,078,118.00 162,974.00 5,359,698.00 168,999.00 3,756,109.00 199,054.00 

Articles of Iron Steel 
1,343,898.00 180,416.00 1,391,729.00 199,652.00 1,832,080.00 140,365.00 1,549,464.00 110,138.00 811,896.00 116,437.00 

Optical photographic 
530,269.00 348,075.00 529,813.00 364,565.00 647,885.00 369,205.00 580,484.00 364,223.00 556,223.00 410,573.00 

Plastics ad articles thereof 
589,879.00 449,789.00 710,401.00 361,431.00 753,077.00 284,130.00 748,793.00 267,038.00 551,287.00 271,983.00 

Meat and edible meat offal 
377,859.00 212,595.00 423,997.00 215,723.00 462,730.00 263,743.00 437,752.00 239,741.00 419,554.00 211,988.00 

Mineral Fuels… 
290,625.00 526,781.00 352,671.00 647,584.00 382,875.00 265,131.00 303,760.00 155,100.00 408,496.00 258,511.00 

Pharmaceuticals.. 
407,771.00 169,467.00 433,467.00 198,599.00 516,875.00 212,692.00 537,453.00 207,182.00 398,977.00 207,353.00 

Copper and Articles  
277,868.00 172,305.00 303,829.00 142,284.00 373,396.00 92,471.00 398,473.00 54,801.00 319,050.00 123,561.00 

Cereals 
158,026.00 2,181,045.00 330,398.00 2,211,315.00 271,982.00 1,942,267.00 280,023.00 

1,717,085.0
0 

228,870.00 
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2017 QATAR IMPORTS 3,756,10 811,896. 556,223. 551,287. 419,554. 408,496. 398,977. 319,050. 228,870.

2017 PAKISTAN EXPORTS 199,054. 116,437. 410,573. 271,983. 211,988. 258,511. 207,353. 123,561. 1,751,54
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Source: Trade Map | The Observatory of Economic Complexity
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Machinery, mechanical appliances, 

nuclear reactors, boilers; parts 

thereof

1,666,777
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Machinery, mechanical appliances, nuclear reactors, parts thereof
Value in US $ 000

Value Percentage of total imports

Articles of iron or steel

228,583.00 208,880.00 161,213.00 156,583.00 126,395.00 

1,549,464.00 15%

13%
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Articles of iron or steel 
Value in US $ 000

Value Percentage of total imports

133,974.00 
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Optical, photographic, cinematographic, measuring, checking, precision, 
medical or surgical

Value Percentage of total imports

Optical, photographic, cinematographic, 

measuring, checking, precision, medical or 

surgical

Qatar’s total imports of machinery &

mechanical items is $5.3Billion annually

which is the 17% of its total imports. $1.6

Billion worth of machinery is imported

from USA followed by China, Germany,

Italy and UK

Qatar’s total imports of Iron & Steel is $1.5

Billion annually which is the 5% of its total

imports. $228Mn worth of Iron & Steel is

imported from UAE followed by Japan,

France Saudi Arabia & China

Qatar’s total imports of Optical & Surgical

Items is $580 Mn annually which is the

2% of its total imports. $133Mn worth of

Optical & Surgical items is imported from

USA followed by Germany, China, UK &

Italy

Qatar Major Imports
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Plastics and Articles

Pharmaceuticals

Meat & Edibles

Qatar’s total imports of Plastics and

articles is $785 Mn annually which is the

2% of its total imports. $146Mn worth of

plastic is imported from UAE followed by

KSA, China, USA & Germany

Qatar’s total imports of Pharmaceuticals is

$537 Mn annually which is the 2% of its

total imports. $100Mn Pharmaceutical

products is imported from USA followed

by Germany, France, UK, & Switzerland

Qatar’s total imports of Meat & Edible

Items is $437Mn annually which is the 1%

of its total imports. $139Mn worth Meat &

Edible Items is imported from Brazil

followed by Australia, KSA, USA, and

India
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Mineral Fuels, mineral oils and products of 

their distillation

Copper and Articles thereof

Meat & Edibles

Qatar’s total imports of Mineral fuels,

Mineral oils and products of their

distillation is $303Mn annually which is the

1% of its total imports. $84Mn worth of

mineral fuels, mineral oils and products of

their distillation is imported from UAE

followed by Bahrain, Kuwait, KSA & USA

Qatar’s total imports of Copper and

Articles thereof is $398Mn annually which

is the 1% of its total imports. $100Mn

Copper and Articles thereof products is

imported from UAE followed by Russia,

UK, Turkey, & China

Qatar’s total imports of Meat & Edible

Items is $437Mn annually which is the 1%

of its total imports. $139Mn worth Meat &

Edible Items is imported from Brazil

followed by Australia, KSA, USA, and

India
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33,311.00 28,444.00 
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Value Percentage
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thereof

Pakistan’s total Exports of machinery &

mechanical items is $200Mn annually

which is the 1% of its total Exports. 33Mn

worth of machinery is Exported to Belgium

followed by UAE, Bangladesh, USA and

China

Articles of iron or steel

Optical, photographic, cinematographic, 

measuring, checking, precision, medical or 

surgical

Pakistan’s total Exports of Iron and steel

items is $116Mn annually which is the 1%

of its total Exports. 29Mn worth of Iron and

steel is Exported to Japan followed

Afghanistan, Canada, Indonesia and Sri

lanka

Pakistan’s total Exports of optical items is

$410Mn annually which is the 2% of its

total Exports. 96Mn worth of these items

are Exported to USA followed by

Germany, China, UK and UAE
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89,154 
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Value Percentage
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Meat & Edibles

Mineral Fuels, mineral oils and products of 

their distillation

Pakistan’s total Exports of Plastic items is

$271Mn annually which is the 1% of its

total Exports. 89 Mn worth of Plastic is

Exported to USA followed by Afghanistan,

Canada, china & UAE

Pakistan’s total Exports of Minerals is

$259 Mn annually which is the 1% of its

total Exports. 94 Mn worth of Minerals is

Exported to Afghanistan followed by

Australia, UAE, Para Guinea and India

Pakistan’s total Exports of Meat and

Edibles is $211Mn annually which is the

1% of its total Exports. 72 Mn worth of

Edibles is Exported to UAE followed by

KSA, Vietnam, Kuwait and Afghanistan
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74,374 
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Value Percentage
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Pharmaceuticals

Cereals

Pakistan’s total Exports of Cereal items is

$1.7 Bn annually which is the 8% of its

total Exports. 229 Mn worth of Cereals is

Exported to Kenya followed by UAE,

Afghanistan, Madagascar and china

Pakistan’s total Exports of Copper is $123

Mn annually which is the 1% of its total

Exports. 37Mn worth of Copper is

Exported to China followed by South

Korea, Netherlands, Japan and India

Pakistan’s total Exports of

Pharmaceuticals items is $207Mn

annually which is the 1% of its total

Exports. 74Mn worth of Pharmaceuticals

is Exported to Afghanistan followed by Sri-

lanka, Philippines, Lithuania and Vietnam
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Product 
Code 

Product Label Pakistan's Exports to Qatar Qatar's Imports from World Pakistan's Exports to World 

Value in 2015 
Value in 

2016 
Value in 

2017 
Value in 

2015 
Value in 2016 

Value in 
2017 

Value in 
2015 

Value in 
2016 

Value in 2017 

'TOTAL All products 
63,333.00 61,694.00 67,362.00 32,610,464.00 32,060,070.00 27,812,594 22,089,018.00 20,533,793.00 21,877,787.00 

'05 
Products of animal origin, not elsewhere 

specified or included - - - 550.00 635.00 655.00 28,785.00 21,303.00 24,561.00 

'24 
Tobacco and manufactured tobacco 

substitutes 15.00 - - 84,890.00 88,151.00 74,435.00 11,538.00 12,335.00 32,155.00 

'26 Ores, slag and ash 
- - - 558,666.00 430,211.00 283,620.00 84,469.00 90,579.00 112,823.00 

'27 
Mineral fuels, mineral oils and products 

of their distillation; bituminous 
substances; mineral ... 

- - - 382,875.00 303,760.00 408,496.00 265,131.00 155,100.00 258,511.00 

'31 Fertilisers
- - - 5,573.00 5,455.00 4,855.00 65.00 7.00 53,777.00 

'29 Organic chemicals 
- - - 136,844.00 176,252.00 183,328.00 6,063.00 5,076.00 7,758.00 

'35 
Albuminoidal substances; modified 

starches; glues; enzymes 1.00 1.00 - 20,460.00 25,313.00 19,855.00 8,460.00 7,361.00 6,366.00 

'36 
Explosives; pyrotechnic products; 

matches; pyrophoric alloys; certain 
combustible preparations 

- - - 8,278.00 15,887.00 9,598.00 14,484.00 11,444.00 8,474.00 

'37 Photographic or cinematographic goods 
- - - 20,923.00 24,022.00 8,336.00 382.00 904.00 127.00 

'43 
Furskins and artificial fur; manufactures 

thereof - - - 1,741.00 1,670.00 1,769.00 560.00 407.00 86.00 

'45 Cork and articles of cork 
- - - 9,474.00 2,846.00 1,383.00 - - -

'47 
Pulp of wood or of other fibrous cellulosic 

material; recovered (waste and scrap) 
paper or ... 

- - - 785.00 1,722.00 1,914.00 213.00 185.00 408.00 

'51 
Wool, fine or coarse animal hair; 
horsehair yarn and woven fabric - - - 2,188.00 2,189.00 3,184.00 9,332.00 6,795.00 4,617.00 

'66 
Umbrellas, sun umbrellas, walking sticks, 
seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops and parts 

thereof 
- - - 2,536.00 2,358.00 3,789.00 346.00 412.00 319.00 

'67 
Prepared feathers and down and articles 
made of feathers or of down; artificial 

flowers; articles ... 
- - - 5,902.00 7,769.00 4,195.00 148.00 277.00 206.00 

'53 
Other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn 

and woven fabrics of paper yarn 2.00 2.00 - 3,031.00 5,530.00 4,255.00 3,046.00 3,119.00 2,915.00 

'89 Ships, boats and floating structures 
- - - 44,746.00 386,153.00 596,550.00 14,828.00 4,501.00 28,740.00 

'97 
Works of art, collectors' pieces and 

antiques 2.00 - - 52,249.00 322,035.00 56,256.00 165.00 97.00 106,433.00 

'91 Clocks and watches and parts thereof 
- - - 263,009.00 228,812.00 228,466.00 6,103.00 6,403.00 6,662.00 

'92 
Musical instruments; parts and 

accessories of such articles 7.00 4.00 - 4,492.00 3,514.00 1,154.00 6,157.00 3,062.00 3,397.00 

'93 
Arms and ammunition; parts and 

accessories thereof - - - 235,409.00 704,037.00 104,377.00 8,593.00 4,314.00 6,142.00 

'86 
Railway or tramway locomotives, rolling 

stock and parts thereof; railway or 
tramway track fixtures ... 

- 1.00 - 38,859.00 60,795.00 209,147.00 2,599.00 1,553.00 1,302.00 

'78 Lead and articles thereof 
- - - 3,037.00 5,236.00 4,485.00 774.00 856.00 155.00 

'79 Zinc and articles thereof 
- - - 27,060.00 19,764.00 9,491.00 521.00 1,435.00 3,362.00 

'80 Tin and articles thereof 
- - - 17,053.00 16,191.00 1,427.00 102.00 217.00 702.00 

'81 
Other base metals; cermets; articles 

thereof - - - 20,914.00 74,365.00 21,296.00 103.00 124.00 80.00 

'71 
Natural or cultured pearls, precious or 
semi-precious stones, precious metals, 

metals clad ... 
174.00 287.00 - 741,133.00 613,868.00 1,346,893.00 19,011.00 17,622.00 23,775.00 

'75 Nickel and articles thereof 
- - - 32,025.00 13,399.00 9,370.00 52.00 25.00 3.00 

Pakistan’s Trade Potential in Qatar
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Punjab board of investment & trade is a provincial trade and
investment promotion agency established by the Government
of Punjab in 2009. In today′s global economy, trade and
investment play an increasingly important role in generating
means for transformative change. At PBIT, we strive to ensure
that this transformative change is sustainable and more
impactful. PBIT is committed to enhancing the global
competitiveness of Punjab and its business. To this end, we
work to attract new investments in the region and strengthen
the existing ones by promoting local investment opportunities,
facilitating businesses and highlighting the distinct advantages
of Punjab as a business location.

Incorporated under Section 42 under the Companies Ordinance
of 1984, Punjab Board of Investments & Trade (PBIT) assists
companies which intend to invest in the manufacturing and
services sectors of Punjab. The wide range of services provided
by PBIT include providing information on the opportunities for
investments, as well as facilitating companies which are looking
for joint venture partners. PBIT acts as Punjab's marketing arm
and actively promotes the province worldwide as one of the
best investment hubs in Asia. PBIT as Special Economic Zone
Authority Punjab also evaluates the applications/proposals from
Developers to declare their Industrial Parks as Special Economic
Zones. For granting one time import duty exemption on
machinery, equipment, spare parts, consumables in Special
Economic Zones, PBIT is responsible to issue a confirmation
Letter on the status of the applicant prior to seeking the
permission from the relevant department/agencies to claim for
the exemption. Investors are always encouraged to discuss their
project interests with PBIT officers, wherein Information can be
obtained on major public/private projects, prevailing sectoral
policy framework, existing incentive regime, financing options,
trade statistics etc. Punjab Board of Investment & Trade is a
Steering Committee Member and the Director of South Asia at
the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies
(WAIPA) - a prestigious world association of organizations
similar to PBIT created by UNCTAD.

ABOUT US TRANSACTIONS

Department

Punjab Board of Investment & Trade 

23 – Aikman Road, GOR 1, Lahore. 

Pakistan

PABX: +92 (042) 9920 5201-06 

Fax: +92 (0) 42 9920 5171 

Web: https://www.pbit.gop.pk

Punjab Board of Investment and Trade targets a
socio-economic growth through its Transactions
Department. The department plans to fortify its
deep roots, both locally and internationally, by
reaching out to leading businesses for discussing
the panoramic commercial opportunities. As per
the initiative of inventiveness, the department
plans to provide a transaction advisory as defined in
its role to bring-in the investments and establish
new businesses. For this purpose, Pitch books of
different identified sectors are a new
resourcefulness of this department which would
target to develop the in-house capacity of
production by connecting the local and
international market players. This would not only
ensure the technology transfer but also create
several jobs in the province. The department plans
to connect through the regional IPAs, financial
institutions, the embassies in different countries
and local chambers as well so as to fast-track the
process of economic growth and industrialization in
Punjab in regard to its recognition as ‘The Land of
Opportunities

Rana Waqas 

Additional Director

Head of Transactions | PBIT

Rana.Waqas@pbit.gop.pk

Contact:

Bilal Ansir

Investment Associate 

Transactions, PBIT

Bilal.Ansir@pbit.gop.pk


